
Flying Paper
airplanes



Paper airplanes can be used to improve airplanes and jets that
transport thousands of people every day. We investigated how far
a paper airplane would fly with smaller or wider wings within a
classroom space. First, we folded three different-sized paper
airplanes. They were all made out of the same material, and folded
the same way. Then, we set up our runway using tape and made sure
there were no obstacles in the way. After, we threw the airplanes
through the air using the same thrust. Once they landed, we
measured the distance it flew using a yardstick. After calculating
the average distances, we determined that the control airplane
(the one with evenly sized wings) flew the farthest but only by
less than an inch. The smaller winged airplane flew farther than
the wider winged airplane. 

abstract:



Does a longer paper
airplane fly farther

than a wide one?

Question:



Background research:

Aerodynamics are
the ways that
objects fly

through the air.

The four forces of
flight are lift,

weight, thrust, and
drag.

Source: What is aerodynamics? by nasa knows! 



If I change the size of one
paper airplane's wings to make
them wider, then it will fly a
further distance because the
wider wings will provide more

lift.

hypothesis:



variables:

Independent:
The size of the
paper airplane

dependent:
The distance the
airplane flies

controlled:
materials, shape,

environment



Procedures:
 Fold the control paper airplane using an 8.5 in by 11 in piece of paper.
Label this airplane #1. 
fold the airplane with smaller wings using an 8.5 in by 8.5 in piece of
paper. Label this airplane #2.
Fold the airplane with longer wings using a 6 in by 11 in piece of paper.
Label this airplane #3.
Create an open space for the airplane to fly. use measuring tape or a
yardstick to help you measure distance flown. 
throw airplane #1 in a swift and quick motion, observe where it lands
and measure the distance flown. record distance in a chart. 
repeat step 5 for airplane #2 and airplane #3. 
Throw airplanes #1, #2, and #3 for 5 more trials. 
analyze data and look for trends. 
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Ourselves
Paper
scissors
yardstick
tape
recording sheet
pencils/pens

materials:



experiment:



Each airplane flew different
distances, but overall, airplane #1
and airplane #2 flew the farthest. 
Sometimes, airplanes flew off
course. 
The wider airplane never flew the
farthest. 

results:



conclusions:

our data disproved of our
hypothesis. We think that
this is because the wider
wings actually gave our

plane more weight.

next time, we would
fold our airplanes in a
different way and use

heavier paper.
 

Using our results,
people can design
more efficient and
quicker airplanes.


